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I. INTRODUCTION
T HERE are many applications in which it is desired to estimate the essential attributes from observations of a zero-mean, complex-valued wide sense stationary time series (x(n)} . This characterization is often adequately revealed through knowledge of its autocorrelation function
~, (~) = E { X ( T Z +~) X " ( I T Z ) }
n=0, + 1 , + 2 , * * I (1)
in which E and * denote the operations of expectation and complex conjugation, respectively. The requisite characterization may also be made in the frequency domain through the power spectral density function
Frequently, this second-order statistical characterization provides all the information required for a given application (e.g., optimal Wiener filtering, one-step prediction, etc.). A variety of parametric procedures have been proposed for estimating the power spectral density function from a finite set of data observations [2]-[ 101. Considerable work has recently been focused on the autoregressive moving average (ARMA) model of order ( p , q), where it is assumed that {x(n)> satisfies 
i=O k=O and where {w(n)} is zero-mean, unit variance white noise.
The corresponding power spectral density function is given by 
Manuscript received October 30, ,1984; revised October 30, 1984 We shall refer to the c k coefficients as the numerator spectral (NS) coefficients. It is well known that any continuous spectral density can be approximated arbitrarily closely by this rational form if the order pair ( p , q) is selected adequately large [ 11. Thus, by imposing a rational form on the spectral model, we incur no real loss in spectral representation.
The problem of ARMA spectral estimation is concerned with estimating the coefficients of the power spectral density model in either (4) or (5) from a finite data record, say x(l), x(2), * * , x ( N ) . Most ARMA spectral estimation procedures available are block-processing algorithms; that is, they operate on the block of N data points to obtain a spectral estimate in a single computational effort. However, in many applications one desires to update the estimated coefficients of an ARMA spectral model as each new data point becomes available. Examples include radar and sonar signal processing, and applications involving nonstationary data where the coefficients should track changing signal characteristics (in nonstationary environments these coefficients no longer have the interpretation of being power spectral density coefficients for a stationary time series). For these types of applications a recursive coefficient estimation procedure is more suitable than a block processing one.
The growing interest in recursive algorithms has been met with the development of so-called fast recursive lattice algorithms. Many of these algorithms are based on the autoregressive (AR) model, which is the special case of (2) with q = 0 there [ 111-[ 141. ARMA algorithms have also been derived in the context of two-dimensional AR models [ 151, [21] , [22] . However, these methods assume knowledge of the driving white noise process { w(k)), or they must estimate it by some sort of bootstrapping procedure.
In this paper we present an alternative recursive procedure for ARMA spectral estimation. This procedure is composed of two parts. First, the autoregressive coefficients are estimated by using a fast recursive lattice algorithm. Then, a forward prediction error sequence generated by this lattice algorithm is used to recursively compute numerator spectrum coefficient 0096-3518/85/1000-1188$01.00 0 1985 IEEE estimates. This recursive procedure is fast in the sense that only O ( p + q) computations per time update are required.
The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section I1 we derive a block processing estimator for the AR coefficients of an ARMA model. Section I11 develops a fast recursive lattice implementation of the latter AR coefficient estimator. A recursive numerator spectrum estimator is given in Section IV. Section V presents some numerical examples and Section VI concludes the paper.
BLOCK PROCESSING AR COEFFICIENT ESTIMATION
This section develops a computationally efficient block processing procedure for estimating the AR coefficients in an ARMA Cp, q) model from the N data observations x(l), -* , x(N). This procedure is based on the so-called extended YuleWalker equations defined by multiplying both sides of ( 1 ) by x*(n -m) and taking the expected value to give
It is important to note that the parameter m is restricted to The autocorrelation matrix and vector in expression (7) where H is the Hermitian operator. The effect of the zeros in (8c) and (8d) Note that when 4 = 0, the estimator in (1 1) reduces to the prewindow AR model coefficient estimator in [ 131, [19] .
HI. THE FAST RECURSIVE ALGORITHM
In this section we introduce a computationally fast recursive implementation of the procedure discussed in the previous section. This recursive method facilitates continual updating of the AR coefficient estimates as new data points become available. Thus at every time interval this method yields the same AR coefficients as those obtained by solving the system of equations (1 1). Moreover, the recursive method provides AR coefficient estimates for all model orders from 1 to p .
The recursive algorithm is based on updating elements of prediction error vectors. Equation (11) can be written YE,nfXm,n = 0 (12) where the (n -q) X 1 vector f",,, is the so-called forward prediction error vector defined by fL,,n=Xn +Xm,nam,n.
Note that the kth element off;,, (for
which can be thought of as the error resulting from a prediction of x(k) by a linear combination of the m previous
To reinforce this prediction error interpretation, consider the mth order estimate of the vector x, as being
which in turn generates the forward prediction error vector
Upon substitution of expression (1 1) into (16), the estimate vector is given by
and the corresponding forward prediction error becomes fYm,n=(I-Xm,n[~Z,nXm,nl-~ y z , n ) x n = P>yx,.
( 1 8) We have used here the compact (n -4) X (n -4) matrix product representations
H Alternatively, the AR coefficient vector estimate a,,,, in (1 1) can be associated with an auxiliary minimization problem involving the prediction error vector. Namely, this estimate minimizes the quadratic functional
where W is the (n -q) X (n -4) positive semidefinite
We can also define the mth order backward prediction error vector for x, by b~, n -l = S m + '~n + X m , n i m , , .
The subscript n -1 is used to indicate that observed data only through time n -1 appears in equation (22). It can be seen that the kth row of (22) The vector estimate of Srn+ ' x n is specified by
Srn+'xn= -Xm,,r?,,,=Pxy(Sm+l~n)
and the corresponding backward prediction error vector is bX,,n-l=P$y(Sm+I~n)
where P x y and P>y are given by (19). Alternatively, the &,,
vector is the one that minimizes the quadratic functional g(a,,,)=[bX,,n-11~W [bX,,n-11 (26) where W is defined in (21).
be defined similarly by Prediction error vectors corresponding to the y , vector can
and the mth order backward prediction error then is
We can gain more insight about the four prediction error vectors through a geometric interpretation. Consider the (nq)-dimensional Hilbert space H = (Cn-q, (x, y ) = y "~} .
Note that the vectors x,, Srnxn, y , and Smyn and the columns of X,,,, and Y,,, are all elements of H. The span of the columns of Xm,, is a subspace of H which we denote by M x . Similarly, MY is the subspace spanned by the m columns of Let us now consider the forward prediction of x,. From (17) we see that the im,, is formed by operating on x, by the matrix Pxy. Pxy is a linear operator that maps elements of H onto the subspace Mx. Also, it is evident from (19a) that P z y = PXU, so that Pxy is a projection operator onto the subspace Mx. PXY
Ym,n-
It follows from (35) that for any vectors c and d ,
/My
%ll," Fig. 1. Geometric relationship between x,, &,, andfX,,,. is not in general the orthogonal projection operator onto Mx, but instead projects in a direction orthogonal to M y . The relationship between x,, &,, and fm,n is depicted in Fig. 1, and the corresponding relationships for b",,-f L, , , and b$+ are similar.
Four scalars that will appear in the recursive algorithm are inner products of these prediction error vectors
In addition, a fifth scalar, In (29)-(33) we used the relations
which follow by noting that P>y and P'yx are complements of projection operators and therefore are projection operators themselves. The strategy behind the fast recursive AR estimator is to determinefX,,,(n) for m = 1, 2, -, p and for each n. This is accomplished by finding order update equations for this prediction error. These update equations require that the other prediction error vectors, as well as a, 7 , p , w , and y, be updated. Since all of these quantities can be defined in terms of P&, all necessary update equations can be obtained using a single update formula for P z y . Such a formula is given in the following theorem. 
P~D = P P~~B -P > B~[~~P P~~B~] -'~~P P~~B
where P i B and P& are defined as in (19). The proof of this theorem is given in Appendix A.
All necessary update equations may now be derived. Since only the last elements of prediction error vectors are needed, we will for notational convenience drop the "(n)," and use for examplef&, (without the boldface), to denote a last element of a prediction error vector. All necessary update equations are obtained by using A = X m , n and B = Ym," in (36) with appropriate vectors for a, b, c, and d . The update equations are given below, and Table I outlines 
Moreover, fm,,+ and bE,q+m-are zero vectors since equations (13) and (22) are not overdetermined at that point. Since and 7,,,+ are formed by inner products involving these vectors, it follows that am,q+m=7m,q+m=0 m=O, 1 , -. e , p-1.
(51)
Finally, for m , = 0, we have
The implementation of the algorithm is summarized in Table   II .
The recursive algorithm may be implemented using the lattice filter shown in Fig. 2 . It is seen here that the prediction 2) Set:
YO," = 1. By taking z-transforms of (37) and (39) and by noting that Given the ax and P" coefficients, (58) can be used to recursively compute Am&,) and A,,,(Z> for m = 1 , 2, -e , p. In this way we obtain autoregressive coefficient estimates for all autoregressive model orders 1, 2, --, p .
3) Set the maximum filter order:
The number of computations required per update is of major importance in real time applications of recursive algorithms. From Table I1 it can be checked that 9p multiplies,9p divides, and 9p adds are required to update the lattice algorithm. To convert from reflection coefficients to AR coefficients via (58) requires an additional p2 + p adds and p2 + p multiplies.
As a final note, when 4 = 0 (i.e., when an autoregressive model is chosen) the top and bottom halves of the fiiter in Fig.  2 become equivalent. If the redundancy is eliminated, this filter degenerates to the AR lattice fiter described in [ 131.
Exponential Weighting of Time Updates
Many applications of recursive estimation algorithms require the ability to track time variations in the estimated coefficients. Such a tracking ability may be incorporated into this algorithm with only a minor increase in computations through the use of an exponential forgetting factor. In this case, data lags k times in the past are attenuated by hk for some 0 < X I 1. To effect this, RN The modified recursive algorithm then requires 2p + 1 more multiplies per time update with the addition of the forgetting factor.
IV. RECURSIVE NUMERATOR ESTIMATION
Now that a fast recursive AR coefficient estimator has been developed, there remains the problem of recursively estimating the numerator spectral coefficients in (5). To motivate the derivation of this estimator, define the filtered data sequence From (5) and (64) it can be seen that C(ejw) is the power spectral density function for {f(n)}, so that
We can estimate ck by approximating the expectation in (65) by a time average. Since exact AR coefficients are not known, f ( n ) must also be estimated. But from (14) we see is an estimate of f(n), and this estimate is already computed in the recursive AR coefficient estimator. Thus, an estimate of ck is given by where X is the exponential forgetting factor. The corresponding numerator power spectral density estimate is
Note that this estimator is suboptimal in the sense that z,,, implicitly uses the ' A R coefficients based on m rather than n data points. Heuristically we expect z,m to be less accurate for smaller m, and may, therefore, want to weight them accordingly. This can be realized by using X < 1 (and possibly different from X used in the AR parameter estimation). The authors found that, even from stationary process realizations, using h < 1 in (66) often provides more accurate NS coefficient estimates than using h = 1.
The windowing function wk is incorporated to provide the ability of ensuring that the estimated ck(n) sequence corresponds to a nonnegatiire spectrum estimate. One possible choice for wk is the linear tapered window 11201
1 -CYk/[q+ 11, -q s k s q otherwise.
If a = 0, no windowing is used. If a = 1, then wk is a full triangular window, and nonnegative numerator spectrum estimates from (66) and (67) are guaranteed. However, when a = 1, a rather severe bias is imposed on the numerator spectral estimates. In many instances, CY 4 1 may be chosen such that the numerator spectral estimate is nonnegative, and also less biased than when CY = 1 [20]. Equation (66) can be recursively updated by
Alternatively, &(n) 4 (n -q -k)ck(n) can be updated instead, leading to the simpler update formula: It should be noted that one reason this numerator spectral coefficient estimator requires so few computations per update is that the MA coefficients are not explicitly estimated. In order to derive MA coefficient estimates from the NS coefficient estimates, a spectral factorization of C?(ejw) must be performed. Autoregressive and numerator spectral coefficients were recursively obtained using the algorithm presented herein with p = 4, q = 2, X = 1 in the AR parameter estimator, X = 0.96 in the NS parameter estimator, and CY = 0.1. Spectral estimates corresponding to the coefficient estimates at 100 data point intervals are shown in Fig. 3(a) . Fig. 3(b Estimates from AR lattice.
; : " series is a single sinusoid with amplitude of 3.2 embedded in additive unit variance white noise. The recursive ARMA algorithm with p = q = 2, and the recursive AR algorithm with p = 2 were used to estimate the instantaneous frequency of this sinusoid. Fig. 4 shows these estimates for X = 0.9 (the true instantaneous frequency is also shown there). Of the two methods, the ARMA method exhibits less bias in the frequency estimates and more accurately estimates the frequency slew rate.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a computationally fast recursive algorithm for estimating the parameters of a power spectral density parametrization associated with an ARMA time series model. The autoregressive coefficient estimates are based on the solution of a set of extended Yule-Walker equations. These estimates are under appropriate conditions asymptotically unbiased and consistent. A recursive lattice filter implementation of this coefficient estimator is derived which requires O(p) computations per time update. Moreover, an exponential forgetting factor can be implemented which facilitates the tracking of variations in the data. The numerator spectral coefficients are then estimated from a forward prediction error sequence generated by the AR lattice. The latter are updated recursively in O(g) computations, which can also be implemented with an exponential forgetting factor.
The recursive ARMA algorithm requires about 9p + q adds, 9p + 3g multiplies, and 9p divides per time update; a number that compares favorably with other ARMA lattice algorithms. In the present ARMA spectral estimator however, moving average coefficient estimates are not obtained explicitly (some sort of spectral factorization must be performed to get them). For applications in which the MA coefficients perse are not needed, this algorithm can be both efficient and effective.
We have not yet discussed the convergence properties of the c k estimates. It can be shown that when A = 1, and under conditions similar to those needed for AR coefficient convergence, each ck(n) coefficient converges to WkCk (as n -+ 03) with probability 1. Asymptotic normality of J n l w k c kc&)] can also be established. Moreover, the ck(n) coefficients may converge faster if X C 1 is used in the NS estimator until the AR Coefficient estimates become reasonably close to their convergence points. A paper detailing these results is currently in preparation. 
Since PAB maps orthogonally to MB, P>B maps onto M i . Therefore, X E M;. Similarly, y E MA". In fact, for any suitable matrices A and B, the projection operator PAB defines a decomposition of the Hilbert space Cn into two (not necessarily orthogonal) subspaces MA and M i . Therefore, if z is any vector in Cn,
where PABZ E MA and PiBz E ME.
Equation ( By using equation (Al) we obtain
L e t z = f + g + h , w h e r e f E M A , g E I M , a n d h E M~.
Since (f + g ) E MC and h E M i , it follows that f +g=pCDz.
(A91
We claim thatf = PABZ and g = Pxyz. To show f = P A~z , 
